Governor meets his counterpart, takes up Marnya’s case and security of North East people

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh Shri JP Rajkhowa, accompanied by the First Lady of the State Smt Rita Rajkhowa called on the Governor of Maharashtra, Shri Chennamaneni Vidyasagar Rao at Raj Bhavan, Mumbai on 4th May 2016. They discussed on various issues related to both States and its people, particularly those studying in Maharashtra. The wife of Shri Vidyasagar Rao, Smt Vinoda was present on the occasion.

The Governor, who is on a three-day official visit to Mumbai, requested his counterpart for the latter’s intervention for a prompt and thorough investigation of Late Marnya Doye case. The Maharashtra Governor informed that on receipt of the letter from him (Shri Rajkhowa) he has been personally monitoring the case and that break through is expected very soon. The Governor further informed that none of the family member of the victim, so far, lodged any complaint or FIR on the case, which should be done even now, while police investigation into the case is proceeding in the right direction. He also said that the parents or any other relative of Late Marnya Doye could meet him also if feel necessary.

The Governor of Arunachal Pradesh said that as large number of students from Arunachal Pradesh are pursuing their studies in the State, especially in Mumbai and Pune, such incident is very disturbing for their guardians and relatives back home and requested for securing proper help, support and security.

The Governor handed over a copy of the front page of newspaper reprint with the photo of Late Doye published in the Arunachal Front, dated 3rd May 2016, for his perusal and further action.

The Governor also requested him to take extra steps to instill confidence amongst the people of Northeast region on safety and security, who are living in Maharashtra for study or jobs or otherwise.

The Maharashtra Governor assured his best and committed to meet any student or person from Arunachal Pradesh or rest of North East in case of any problem.